Vocabulary
Pulse
regular beat of music
Rhythm
the pattern made in music
Pitch
how high or low the notes sound
Melody
the main tune
Perform
to play music for an audience
Groove
the effect of a changing pattern
Audience the listeners to the music
Compose to write or create music
Dynamics how loud or quiet
Tempo
how fast or slow
Structure
Verse
Chorus
Improvise
Hook
Texture
Riff
Unison
Lyrics
Notation

how the song is formed into sections
repeated tune, different words
repeated tune, repeated words
to make the music up as you go
the part of music that sticks in your mind
how the music represents feelings
a phrase repeated over and over
all performers do the same thing
the words in a song
how a song is written down

Pentatonic a scale with 5 notes in
Bridge
a section of music joining two together
Appraise to listen o music and discuss it
Timbre
the character and quality of the music
Harmony two tunes at once that compliment
Ostinato
a riff
Phrases
parts of music link sentences in writing

Music Styles
Rap
spoken in rhyme and rhythm
Blues style from southern USA, sometimes sad
Baroque style from Europe 1600—1750
Latin
style from South America
Irish Folk traditional music from Ireland
Funk
dance music style mixing soul and jazz
Reggae Jamaican style from the 1960s
Disco
western dance style from 1970s
Rock
popular music with bass and drums
Bossa Nova Brazillian style mixing samba & jazz
Hip Hop a type of rap dance music
Swing popular jazz music originating in 1930s
Soul
style mixing soul and gospel music
Motown a record label from Detroit, USA 1950s
Jazz
style of music with regular chord riff
originating in 1900s southern USA
Gospel style of upbeat Christian music
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